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Brecon Beacons National Park
BRECON BEACONS NATIONAL PARK AUTHORITY
Brecon Beacons, Myths and Legends
2017 is Visit Wales Year of Legends and to celebrate this the Brecon Beacons National Park Authority
commissioned a book, Brecon Beacons, Myths and Legends, in partnership with publisher, Graffeg.
Award winning author Horatio Claire has re-imagined 10 local myths and legends and re-told them in a
clear, contemporary voice.
Readers can search for the cave where Arthur and his knights slumber somewhere near Dinas Rock, or
visit Craig y nos Country Park to admire the former estate of Adelina Patti - the most famous Opera Diva
of the Victorian Age. Or they can visit Tretower Court hoping to spy the ghostly White Lady who waits
for her love to return from the battle of Agincourt, or feel the wind on their face as the hunt goes by
with King Arthur’s men in hot pursuit of the giant, enchanted boar Twrch Trywth. Each legend comes
with has its own individually drawn map and characters, beautifully done by illustrator Jane Matthews.
Over the coming months the National Park Authority will be featuring all the stories on their partnership
site www.breconbeacons.org/stories accompanied by downloadable walking routes.
Diamond People of the Park
A new photographic portrait exhibition is touring the Brecon Beacons National Park. Diamond People
celebrates the 60th anniversary of the Brecon Beacons National Park’s designation and features 21
portraits that represent the great people who have made a difference in the Brecon Beacons.
The National Park Authority commissioned local photographer Billie Charity to take the photos which
are all set in the landscape of the Brecon Beacons. Amongst those she photographed are Rob Davies
MBE, a Gold Medallist British Paralympic table tennis player, photographed in the town of Talgarth
where he grew up. Captured are just a few of some 200 National Park Authority Volunteers including
the Upland Path Volunteers that maintain the network of popular footpaths in the park, heading to work
on the Blorenge overlooking Abergavenny. The distiller who turns Welsh water into whiskey is seen
amongst the stills at Penderyn Distillery and National Trust Rangers who look after the central Beacons,
including the well-known peak of Pen y Fan take a break on a stone wall with a breath taking view.
More information can be found here.

Upland volunteers in the Brecon
Beacons National Park
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Get into the Brecon Beacons
The Brecon Beacons National Park Authority and The Prince’s Trust Cymru marked the start of a two
year partnership project, ‘Get into the Brecon Beacons’, with a celebratory ceremony in September.
Twelve young people who successfully completed a two week selection course titled ‘Get into Rural
Skills’, were awarded certificates by Welsh Rugby International Dan Lydiate and congratulated by Mel
Doel, Chairman of the Authority.
The potential participants were selected at an initial taster day in August and went on to complete the
two week course which included a range of practical work days at locations around the park including
the National Park Visitor Centre. The project, which is 80% funded by Arwain (Powys Rural Development
Plan LEADER), is aimed at engaging young people who are not currently fully employed and provides
them with a chance to experience and understand the opportunities available in the local environmental
heritage sector. The scheme focuses on supplying training and gaining vocational experience and skills.
Following the ceremony, six of the group were selected to take part in the ‘Get into the Brecon
Beacons’, three month traineeship. Those who were unsuccessful will work with progression mentors to
help with finding future employment. The recruitment process for the next ‘Get into the Brecon
Beacons’ scheme will start in February 2018.
Success as Fforest Fawr UNESCO Global GeoPark gets a green card
Fforest Fawr in the Brecon Beacons National Park is celebrating success in retaining its status as a
UNESCO Global GeoPark. All GeoParks are assessed every four years to make sure that they meet the
required standard for the prestigious title - this is the GeoPark’s third green card, meaning it is
recognised as a world class part of the National Park. Fforest Fawr covers the western half of the Brecon
Beacons National Park in South Wales. The GeoPark celebrates both its geological heritage shaped by ice
and changed by man through farming and the industrial revolution and its diverse communities who
work together to promote sustainable economic development, especially in tourism.
Deborah Perkin, National Park Authority, member champion of business and communities commented,
“A UNESCO Global GeoPark recognises somewhere with geological heritage of worldwide significance,
celebrated by its local communities. For Fforest Fawr to once again receive the green card from UNESCO
as one of these sites is a huge achievement for us here at the National Park Authority as one of the
GeoPark’s partners. We encourage everyone to visit and experience the Fforest Fawr GeoPark for
themselves - the annual ‘Geofest’ event takes place from 20 May to 4 June, with walks, talks and events,
it’s an ideal opportunity to get to know the area better.” For further information on the Fforest Fawr
UNESCO Global GeoPark visit www.fforestfawrgeopark.org.uk

BRECON BEACONS NATIONAL PARK SOCIETY
A double anniversary
The Brecon Beacons National Park celebrated its 60th birthday early this year and the Brecon Beacons
Park Society its 25th. The Society and the Park have coordinated and supported each other’s
celebrations which have included an Anniversary Dinner, a triple walk outing attended by 70+ members.
Social media positives
As well as helping to protect our National Park the Brecon Beacons Park Society runs a very extensive
guided walks programme which is very popular with its members and visitors, but they share the hills
with other walkers, of course.
Since its advent, social media has been frequently accused of leading its users to become more isolated
and withdrawn. One area that bucks this trend though are Facebook Groups. A meeting place for
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likeminded individuals to organise and share knowledge on the topic of their choice. One such group is
"Walking the Brecon Beacons" or WTBB as it's known by its members.
Created in August 2016 when David "Dai" Powell noticed that while all the other National Parks had an
online walking group, the Brecon Beacons did not. Dai was soon joined by Simon Williams, and between
them have now grown the group to almost 12,000 members. Their ethos is a simple one, enjoy the
National Park and all it has to offer. Have fun, stay safe, learn and teach, share and help is what Walking
the Brecon Beacons (WTBB) is all about is what they say. In this they mirror the Park Society whose own
online presence is much smaller, but growing.

A 25th anniversary walk in the
Brecon Beacons National Park

WTBB have through small voluntary donations already funded two of its members through Outdoor First
Aid courses; and also raised over £1,600 to help fund the Brecon Beacons Mountain Rescue teams.
The groups’ most recent undertaking has been to litter-pick the approaches to the summit of Pen-y-Fan,
the highest summit in the park. Almost 30 members gathered on a very wet and windy Saturday
morning. Divided into three groups they made their way to the summit, litter-picking all the way! The
Park Society look forward to working with the group on matters of mutual interest.
The Circuit of Wales
The Circuit of Wales has been covered extensively in the Welsh and national media. The project, first
unveiled in 2011, has been dogged by controversy and will not now proceed at the time of writing.
The Heads of the Valleys Development Company (HoVDC) - had wanted the Welsh Government to
underwrite much of the cost, revised down from 80% to about 50% when ministers questioned the
amount.
Alongside the circuit itself, which would have hosted the British leg of the MotoGP for at least five years,
there were also plans to bring BMX and mountain biking, indoor skiing and concerts.
The issue of the guarantee meant the Welsh Government would have received £99m over 33 years in
exchange for underwriting the project once it was open for business but in the event of it failing, they
would have to pay back £210m, while backers Aviva would keep the circuit and the infrastructure.
Ongoing leaks and reports disagree over the anticipated costs and benefits including the numbers of
jobs that might be created. The Park Society has been monitoring developments and commenting where
necessary and also took part in the Public Enquiry.
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Major road works in the Park
The Park Society was recently able to forward its interest in the landscape and uses made of the Park
when 30 members recently visited Costain’s work on twinning the Heads of the Valley Road (A465)
which cuts through the southern edge of the Park.
Clearly Costain were presenting their best face. The presentation by their Public Liaison Officer and
Environment Manager summarised the scale of the project ie 8.1km between Gilwern and Brynmawr
with 2.2 km split level carriage way, 14 major structures, excavation of over 1.2million cubic metres of
earthworks, and the largest span precast concrete arch in the Europe using the largest crane in Europe.
They were keen to assure us that bats were considered at every part of project – woodland, caves,
mines, culverts, pipework, lighting etc. The limestone caves beneath carriageway were surveyed and the
Brynmawr Geological SSSI worked around. Replacement woodlands were planted where the route went
through them, this included re-location of individual rare Welsh whitebeam trees. Polluted run-off from
the road is a real problem so large attenuating drainage tanks have been built. Some work is more
cosmetic for instance, using stone from a demolished Methodist Chapel to face the Gilwern retaining
wall. Cheering to note is the claim that lapwings are now returning to the site.

The Broads
THE BROADS AUTHORITY
Rescue at Great Yarmouth yacht station
Quay assistant, Gary Cotton, saved the life of a young girl who ran off Great Yarmouth quay and into the
river on Tuesday 15 August. Thanks to his rapid response a likely tragedy was avoided. The incident was
a crucial reminder of how important it is wear a lifejacket, particularly for children.
Tesco supporting the Broads Authority’s work
Tesco and the Broads Authority have been working in partnership on a project that promotes the use of
new innovative pieces of equipment that can simultaneously prevent harmful agricultural run-off into
the protected river systems and prevent wastage of useful fertilisers. One of the key new pieces of
equipment is an Earthwake, which cuts furrows across tractor tramlines to allow rainfall to percolate
into the soil rather than carrying soil and nutrient off into the watercourses and eventually into the
Broads system. See here for more details.
Fen Harvester
The Broads Authority recently received an email from the National Trust in praise of staff member
Dougie Martin who shared his understanding of the Fen Harvester (a Log logic FastTrack MKII, designed
and made specifically for the Broads Authority). Wicken Fen in Cambridgeshire is the first nature reserve
to be owned by the National Trust and its ecology is not dissimilar to that of the Broads. The Broads
Authority has been sharing its expertise on the management of such landscapes. The National Trust is
considering investing in a Fen Harvester of their own, having seen the results.
FRIENDS OF THE BROADS
Organisational change at Friends of the Broads
There have been two significant changes to organisational structure at the Broads Society this year.
Carol Palfrey, the long serving (long suffering!) administrator stepped down at the beginning of the year.
Carol had been in post for over 20 years and made a very significant contribution to the development
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and success of the Society. She will be much missed by the society but her role has been taken over by
Sarah Vergette who is rapidly coming to terms with the extensive workload that she has inherited.
Treasurer, Richard Read, resigned at the beginning of the year and his role has now been taken over by
Tony Slack.
Furthermore the Society is now putting more emphasis on ‘Friends of the Broads’ as the leading name
of the Society. Among other reasons, this provides more definition and clarity between the Society and
the Authority.
Broads tourism.
This organisation has been in operation for 20 years or more but has recently undergone some
significant development and is now a much more influential organisation and a strong voice for tourism
businesses in the Broads.
Under the chairmanship of Greg Mumford from Richardsons Boating Holidays some serious sponsorship
finance has been achieved and, through a strong campaign, membership has increased to over 100
businesses.
A good working relationship has been established with the Broads Authority and, in addition to the
production of a new Eating Out Guide, a Visitor Guide and a glossy coffee table style brochure all under
the banner of Visit the Broads, there is much enthusiasm for increased promotion for the Broads as a
destination. A membership development officer has been appointed and a close relationship has also
been established with the Broads Trust. The fund raising campaign, Love the Broads, run by the Broads
Trust continues to engage with over 70 businesses around the area and has recently announced grants
of over £10,000 to local charities and voluntary organisations.

Dartmoor National Park
DARTMOOR NATIONAL PARK AUTHORITY
Dartmoor’s Ten Commandment Stones restored to former glory
Specialist restoration work to the Ten Commandment Stones monument on Buckland Beacon has just
been completed. The work was carried out in two phases by Bath-based conservator and lettering
expert Iain Cotton.
The first phase, completed in late May, saw the stones cleaned and wrapped in preparation for the
restoration work to commence. The second phase of the process saw further careful cleaning before
some of the lettering was re-carved to bring it back to legibility. Finally, the lettering was painted with a
specially designed black paint suitable for use at high altitude and exposed weather conditions.
The work was commissioned by Buckland in the moor Parish with funding from the Heritage Lottery
funded Moor than meets the eye Parishscapes project and the Dartmoor National Park Communities
Fund.
The monument was created in 1928 to celebrate the rejection by parliament of the proposed new Book
of Common Prayer. The monument, which is made up of two tablets of natural granite, displays the
commandments.
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Now that the work is complete, the site will be monitored by National Park Archaeologists and any
deterioration can be managed by the National Park Authority’s conservation works team.
Roborough Rock volunteers
Rangers on the West Devon side of the National Park have started a new volunteer group on Roborough
Down. The Roborough Rock Volunteers met for the first time in late August with an introductory walk
followed by vegetation clearance on part of the World War Two airfield site, RAF Harrowbeer.
Roborough Down lies close to the city of Plymouth and holds a wide range of wildlife associated with the
habitats present, including a number of nationally rare species. The Down is also an important historical
landscape containing a wealth of archaeological features. These range from Bronze Age hut circles to
medieval longhouses, hollow ways and traces of field systems as well as tin prospecting pits and
openworks.
Traversing the southern part of the common are the now dry watercourses of the Drake’s Leat and
Devonport Leat. Drake’s Leat was constructed during the time Sir Frances Drake was Mayor of
Plymouth.

The first railway to Princetown on high Dartmoor was opened in 1823 and was a horse drawn tramway.
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The conference will be held between Thursday 4 October and Saturday 6 October 2018. More details to
follow in spring 2018.

Exmoor National Park
EXMOOR NATIONAL PARK AUTHORITY
Exmoor’s first Dark Skies Festival
The first ever Exmoor Dark Skies Festival took place during half term in October. Some of the 35 plus
events laid on had sold out before the start of the Festival, but there was plenty more to enjoy, many of
them weather-proof.
Sponsored by Airband, the festival celebrated Exmoor’s status as Europe’s first International Dark Sky
Reserve and one of the best places in the country for stargazing. The programme included events in
locations across the National Park and was aimed at all ages and levels of interest from families and
amateur astronomers to those who value the quality of Exmoor’s dark sky.
Events ranging from outdoor activities such as wild swimming with glow sticks and guided night walks in
search of nocturnal wildlife to all-weather indoor activities such as astronomy talks and the space
odyssey mobile planetarium offering spectacular 360-degree digital experiences of the world above.

Photo of the Milky Way taken at Wistlandpound on Exmoor -www.keithtruemanphotography.co.uk
Exmoor National Park local plan adoption
The Exmoor National Park Local Plan is now available. It will guide development and the use of land on
Exmoor until 2031 and indicates what will be permitted through planning applications. Its adoption
follows scrutiny by an independent Inspector who conducted a thorough examination into the Plan and
held public hearing sessions into the key issues that it seeks to address.
Many local households experience challenges finding suitable housing for themselves and their families
and the new Local Plan gives priority to affordable housing for local people including through self-build.
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The previous 2005 Plan led to nearly 100 affordable homes for local people being built in many
communities across Exmoor. As a result, over 200 local people have been assisted across the Moor some living in homes they have built themselves, some by private developers or landlords and others by
Housing Associations. More still needs to be done, and the new Plan widens opportunities for local
people to address their housing needs including for those needing accessible or adaptable homes.
National Park Authority Chairman Robin Milton said: “This new Plan for Exmoor is the result of extensive
consultation with local communities, businesses and stakeholders. The starting point was the views and
comments made by all those people who come along to one of the ‘Your Future Exmoor’ events and I
am grateful to everyone who took the time then or who has contributed since. It is fantastic to have an
up to date local plan which helps to give local communities and businesses opportunities to thrive,
whilst conserving and enhancing the National Park and its special qualities.”
Exmoor Historic Signposts Project – volunteer sleuths required
Work is well underway on the Exmoor National Park Authority’s Historic Signpost Project which aims to
record, refurbish, celebrate and explore the history of Exmoor National Park’s traditional signposts. This
is a two-year project funded through the Heritage Lottery Fund, Exmoor National Park Authority and
Somerset County Council.
The Authority is working with the Exmoor Society and volunteers to trace the history of the signposts. Dr
Helen Blackman, the Exmoor Society’s archivist said: “The starting point is the history of individual posts.
The kind of questions we would love answers to are: how long have they been there; do they and the
crossroads that they are positioned at have specific names; is there anything in particular that has
happened to them, such as removal during the Second World War and later replacement?
“Do you have old photos and slides of Exmoor that include views of the signposts? These could be close
ups, or just photos that happen to include the posts. Do you have any stories to tell about why
crossroads have particular names? We would love to hear from you if you have information that would
help with the project.”
Exmoor National Park Authority is looking for more volunteers to uncover this fascinating history.
EXMOOR SOCIETY
The Exmoor Society Pinnacle Award winner
A young Exmoor entrepreneur, Nick Hosegood, an arborist from Luxborough, has been successful in
winning the 2017 Pinnacle Award from the Exmoor Society. With the £3,000 award he plans to offer a
portable milling service to Exmoor, his vision being to mill felled Exmoor-grown timber on site for use in
structures, fencing or as building materials. The venture will allow him to extend his efforts in woodland
management to improve and expand the woodland coverage on Exmoor.
Nick trained as an arborist and set up his own company this year called Three Atop Woodland Services.
Horrified by the waste of wood on Exmoor, of which he estimates as much as 80% is wasted or burned,
his plans for a mobile milling machine will allow him to turn felled timber into furniture, fencing and
building materials on site for use by the landowner, with the milling remains only used for fuel.
Alternatively, he will remove the wood for use locally elsewhere.
When informed of his success, Nick said: “I am truly grateful for this opportunity to expand my
woodland business with the purchasing of mobile chainsaw milling machinery. I aim to reduce the
wastage of wood on Exmoor by processing timber to be used by Exmoor people. In the future I am
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looking to take on a local apprentice to assist me with milling activities and to train them to become an
arborist and share the same ethos towards conservation.”
Chairman of the Exmoor Society, Rachel Thomas, said “It is noticeable that Nick recognises the
sustainable use of Exmoor’s woodlands and hopes to offer employment and training to another person
living locally. This is precisely the purpose of the Pinnacle Award: to support young people to earn a
living within Exmoor National Park without the need to seek employment outside the area. The award
helps to demonstrate that special landscapes and livelihoods are very much linked together.”
More information on the woodland services Nick offers can be found here.
Uncertain times for National Parks and Exmoor
At the recent Exmoor Society AGM, Chairman Rachel Thomas warned: “We have now, in 2017, entered
a period of great uncertainty in so many ways and not least for National Parks. As we face Brexit and the
end of the Common Agricultural Policy there appears to be no firm ground, with uncertainty over the
continuation of future public funding and no clear way ahead for the rural environment and agriculture.
There is a great deal of noise and clutter from different bodies and interest groups putting forward their
own views, sometimes exaggerated or in black and white terms leading to claims and counter claims.”
She continued, “The Exmoor Society needs to keep abreast with the different ideas for future farm
funding on Exmoor with around £13 million coming into the area from the Basic Payment Scheme and
agri-environmental payments at the moment. What we do know is that Exmoor’s diverse landscapes,
rich habitats and wildlife and ancient culture are inextricably linked to farming activities and the farming
community. The viability of Exmoor hill farms and livestock enterprises is of crucial importance and any
new agri-environmental scheme must take this into account. Some elements within the conservation
movement, by only concentrating on the negative impacts, have underplayed the significance of farming
in protecting natural and cultural assets. There is a strong case for public funding if farmers commit to
delivering a wide range of public goods and services within National Parks.”
The Exmoor Society remains convinced that this will be the case here as the farming community has
long recognised that as landscape farmers they produce both food from healthy livestock and fine
landscapes valued by the public. For example, the Society will strongly support its conviction that the
moorlands are not “a sheep-wrecked desert”. Instead, although fragmented and not of the vast scale
found in other national parks, they are important for Exmoor, dominating it physically and aesthetically,
providing challenging open access and experiences of wide open spaces with a sense of freedom and
glimpses of the wild. Most moorland blocks are designated as SSSIs, internationally recognised for their
wildlife, and their heather, which has been so magnificent this year, and grass habitats, with valuable
natural resources such as clean water and act as carbon sinks, they contain pre-historic remains and
memories and stories associated with the moor. Farmers play an essential role in maintaining the many
assets not least through traditional activities such as swaling and controlling the growth of scrub and
trees that lead to loss of views, access, archaeology and moorland landscape character.
Dr Keith Howe, Trustee and Exeter University researcher, continued the theme: “A future Exmoor farm
scheme must fit in with the national policy framework and understanding some of the relatively new
concepts such as natural capital is paramount. The Society’s annual Spring Conference in April had heard
from two world class experts, Professors Dieter Helm (Oxford University) and Ian Bateman (Exeter
University) and many of their ideas can be incorporated into an agri environmental scheme for Exmoor.
The Society has now commissioned further research into how a natural and cultural capital approach
can be put into practice at a farm scale on Exmoor.”
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Lake District National Park
LAKE DISTRICT NATIONAL PARK AUTHORITY
Euphoria as Lake District becomes World Heritage Site
The Lake District has become a World Heritage Site joining iconic locations such as the Taj Mahal, the
Great Barrier Reef and Grand Canyon as a place of international acclaim.
The announcement in Krakow led to jubilation among 25 organisations in the Lake District National Park
Partnership who had put the bid together for UNESCO recognition in the cultural landscape category.
Chairman of the Partnership, Lord Clark of Windermere, described the prestigious status as momentous
and will bring great benefits for locals, visitors, tourism, businesses and farming. It now joins just over
1,000 World Heritage Sites worldwide.
Three key themes underpinned the bid for World Heritage Site status, recognising the Lake District
National Park as a cultural landscape of international significance. These include world ranking examples
of identity - the dramatic farmed landscape; inspiration - art, literature and love of the place. This in turn
sparked the birth of conservation - people fought and invested to look after this special corner of
England.
Farming first for Lake District
Hot on the heels of UNESCO World Heritage Site
status celebrating Lake District farmers, the National
Park has appointed its first ever dedicated farming
officer. With widespread agricultural experience,
Briony Davey (pictured right), who grew up on a
North Yorkshire upland beef farm, said she was
excited by the opportunities ahead.
An early task is to help establish a new farming task
force, made up of farmers from across the national
park. Briony will also be looking at how they can
capitalise on the area’s World Heritage success and
advising on government policies, schemes and
funding.
She said it was a pivotal time as the country faced its departure from the EU. Her job includes forging
close-ties with farming communities and establishing crucial links with both the Lake District National
Park and Lake District National Park Partnership.
“It’s a dream job for me – and a big challenge,” she explained. “I was previously with the farm team at
Yorkshire Dales National Park and have always worked with farmers on a range of issues, from agrienvironment schemes to flood management.”
Giving something back earns prestigious award for Lakes volunteer
After nearly four decades in aerospace and defence industry management roles Barry Capp turned his
attention to help sort out deteriorating Lake District fell paths. That was nine years ago. Since then he
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has completed at least one mission a week, notching up over 2,000km of work over 1,000 days, earning
himself a prestigious volunteer award from the Lake District National Park.
Victim to millions of feet and erosion, fell paths have long needed major repair and upkeep. Fix the Fells
has restored over 200 sections, with another 120 scheduled in the coming years.
From leading guided walks to repairing and maintaining the network of paths, the National Park’s band
of 500 dedicated volunteers provide an invaluable contribution towards the enjoyment of the UK’s
latest World Heritage Site.
FRIENDS OF THE LAKE DISTRICT
Photography competition winners help local charity
Local conservation charity Friends of the Lake District has been overwhelmed by the hundreds of
stunning images submitted to their photography competition this year. Twelve photos were selected as
winners, and now take pride of place in their 2018 calendar.
The winners were picked by the public at the Friends of the Lake District’s Annual General Meeting and
include views across Buttermere, Borrowdale, St Bees, and a few local residents including a baby red
squirrel and a flock of Herdwick sheep.
All twelve images also feature on the charity’s set of notecards, which have been specially created this
year due to the quality of the photos selected.
An inspirational evening celebrating the landscape of Cumbria
A fascinating talk was held 13 October in Ambleside, giving insight into the work of two local artists,
photographer Rob Fraser and writer Harriet Fraser.
Rob’s stunning photography and Harriet’s evocative writing combine in this year’s Kirby Lecture for
Friends of the Lake District, celebrating their love of the Cumbrian landscape and the inspiration it has
on their work through a mix of their unique
images, poetry and prose.
It featured behind-the-scenes insights into
projects exploring the natural and cultural
heritage of Cumbria, including the ‘Long
View’; two years with seven remarkably
ordinary trees.

Rob and Harriet Fraser, local artists.

Rob Fraser said: “I have always maintained
that the best tool I carry around with me is not a camera (that comes a close second) – it is curiosity. I
keep taking pictures because I am still curious. I keep pointing and I keep pressing the shutter. I am still
loving the process of drawing with light. And I am still trying to show the wonder of the world as I see
it.”
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Harriet Fraser said: “I can’t remember not having a love of being outside, nor can I remember a time
when being in a natural environment hasn’t made me feel rejuvenated. It’s essential for me in terms of
my physical and emotional health, and also as fuel for my writing. Similarly, as far as I can remember,
the urge to write has always been with me. It is a crucial part of who I am.”

New Forest National Park
NEW FOREST NATIONAL PARK AUTHORITY
Over 1,500 individuals and organisations gave their views on priorities for managing recreation in and
around the New Forest National Park
The Forestry Commission, Natural England, Hampshire County Council, New Forest District Council and
the Verderers asked the National Park Authority to conduct the Future Forest consultation on behalf of
the statutory bodies.
The aim of the Future Forest consultation was to:

provide the best recreational experience for local people and visitors

protect the very thing people come to see – the spectacular, yet fragile landscape which is a
haven for many rare wildlife species

ensure limited resources are spent wisely.
The online survey over eight weeks this summer was the first stage of the process of updating the 2010

Recreation Management Strategy and over 7,000 comments were received. The aim was to hear the
views of a wide range of local people and visitors, including people who don’t normally get involved in
public consultations. The online survey was accompanied by a series of drop-in sessions.
Of 1,553 people and organisations that responded, nearly 80 per cent had never taken part in a New
Forest consultation before. Almost half said they heard about the Future Forest consultation on social
media.
Deputy Surveyor Bruce Rothnie, of the Forestry Commission, said: “The Forestry Commission manages
many recreational facilities across the core of the New Forest so I’m encouraged by the wide-range of
responses received, the feedback will ensure that future decisions will be well advised and informed.
Over the next few months we’ll review the priorities for managing recreation and there will be a further
chance for public consultation on the proposals next year.”
New Forest National Park Authority Chairman Oliver Crosthwaite-Eyre said: “The question of how we
manage recreation and protect the National Park over the coming decades is at a critical point and we
must work together to ensure the Forest is fit to face the future. We are pleased that so many have
taken the time to share their views on this very important issue.”
New Forest organisations call on Government to support commoners, Verderers, farmers and
landowners in ‘Green Brexit’
New Forest organisations presented Defra Minister Lord Gardiner with a paper outlining how future
agricultural schemes could protect the unique Forest environment.
They have put the case for a locally managed and led support scheme to be put in place post 2020 to
build on how commoners, Verderers and landowners already work together to protect the landscape.
They said the scheme should reward the New Forest’s farmers for the environmental services that they
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provide, either through practicing their common rights or managing their land within and around the
National Park. The letter also argues that commoning and farming are vital in maintaining the fragile
New Forest landscape, over 50% of which has the highest level of environmental designations to protect
its rare habitats and species.
The paper and covering letter, signed by the New Forest National Park Authority, Verderers, Commoners
Defence Association, New Forest Land Advice Service, National Farmers Union and CLA, was presented
to Lord Gardiner at the New Forest Show during National Parks Week.
The Forest was awarded the Verderers Higher Level Stewardship (HLS) scheme in 2010 – the largest HLS
scheme in Europe. In partnership with the NPA and Forestry Commission, it provides £19m of European
funding over 10 years to enhance the landscape further and bring it up to standard. However this
funding expires in 2020.
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Artists and art organisations benefited from a £6,000 boost thanks to a small grant scheme funded by
New Forest District Council and the New Forest National Park Authority. Many of the events within the
Festival were free or discounted thanks to Heritage Lottery Funding, making them accessible for families
of all ages, children, adults with learning disabilities and the more mature generation.

The crucible, performed at Blackwater Arboretum NFNPA

North York Moors National Park
NORTH YORK MOORS NATIONAL PARK AUTHORITY
National Trail in family hands
A programme that provides families and community groups with the opportunity to ‘adopt’ a section of
the Cleveland Way has proved hugely popular, with all 25 areas now allocated to adoptive guardians.
The Cleveland Way Adoption Scheme involves a year’s commitment to walk, report, survey and improve
a designated section of the 109-mile National Trail, ensuring it is well looked after for everyone to enjoy.
An announcement was made in June that the North York Moors National Park Authority was seeking
custodians for several sections of the trail, which are between two and seven miles long. The response
to the request was remarkable, with all 25 parts of the trail now under the additional care of scout
clubs, families, friendship groups and individuals.
Tammy Andrews, family and youth volunteersco-ordinator says: “It’s fantastic to see our adoptive
groups getting such great satisfaction and pride out of protecting an area they love.
“We were blown away by the interest we had earlier in the year, and it’s especially encouraging to see
so many people willing to travel from outside the local area to contribute to the upkeep and
maintenance of one of England’s most prized trails.”
Entrusting the future of the Moors
The North York Moors National Park Trust is a new charitable trust that has been set up to help secure
the future of the North York Moors.
The Trust will work to support the protection and improvement of the Moors, the wildlife it supports,
and to keep local traditions and heritage alive. ‘Making connections’ is a constant theme, for example;
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between people and landscape, wildlife and habitats, people from different backgrounds and across
generations. Other priorities are to work with young people and local communities, protect the
landscape and promote access for everyone.
Although it is early days, the Trust has already initiated an annual ‘Young Rangers Award’, set up to
recognise the efforts of young people in the National Park. Other early projects include butterfly
conservation, and an art award is planned for 2018.
The Trust is an independent body with nine trustees who are all passionate about the area, it is being
supported by, and has links with the National Park Authority which will help it to maximise the
achievement of its charitable objectives. It also hopes to make strong links with businesses, local
communities and individuals as projects and fund-raising progresses.
Tea and turntables
The second community dig to be carried out as part of ‘This Exploited Land of Iron’ took place over
summer; uncovering a bit of the mystery of the Goathland incline.
The dig site was part of the 1835 Whitby to Pickering railway, which used horse power to haul the
wagons. However, the incline between Goathland and Beck Hole was too much for the horses, so an
ingenious gravity system using water butts was created.
A decade later the horse-drawn railway was converted to steam, as was the incline; with a stationary
engine and turntable at the top. In 1865, the incline was eliminated altogether; the buildings were
demolished, the site was abandoned and the rest, as they say, is history.
Three trenches were opened over a feature suspected to be a turntable, one over some potential
building remains, and another over the alleged stationary engine house. The engine house proved true,
but unfortunately not the rest. Not to be defeated, a further six small test pits were opened, and
remarkably, the remains of the turntable were found in three. One pit also contained a small brick
building. A successful dig, but questions remain. How deep is the engine house? Where was the cable
drum for the incline? What is the brick building?
NORTH YORK MOORS ASSOCIATION
Polyhalite Mine
Significant ground preparation has been going on at both the mine head site at Doves Nest Farm which
is well within the National Park and at the tunnel access site at Lockwood Beck Farm just a few metres
outside of the Park boundary and 23km from the mine head site.
Almost nothing now remains of the agricultural land belonging to Doves Nest Farm. This has been
bulldozed into a series of bunds and new land forms for screening purposes and to help reduce the
impact of noise from the site. This is the beginning of over 150 acres of engineered landscape that will
replace the farmland and is best described as a “Teletubbies” landscape, quite alien to the farmed
landscape it will replace. A similar landscape is emerging at Lockwood Beck Farm where the tunnel
access shaft will be sunk.
The company have submitted a new section 73 planning application which describes what are called
minor material changes to the original application. The association disagrees that these changes can be
called minor since they involve a complete change in the way the three mine shafts are initially
engineered using a diaphragm wall method of construction and the significant alteration and increase in
the size of the mine shaft buildings. We have submitted a response, along with Campaign for National
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Parks, requesting a refusal or a deferment until further changes to the mine head site and to the
Lockwood Beck site are made clear.
Moorsbus
This year has been another successful year for the growing Moorsbus network with new routes added
and an extended season. The Association has contributed substantial financial assistance over the past
three years for the Moors Rambler service which runs from Darlington through Middlesbrough and
Guisborough into the National Park. It provides a means for people without their own transport to visit
the National Park and to take advantage of the optional guided walks which are a feature of this service.
The History Tree Project
Phase two of this project, which is funded through a Heritage Lottery award, is the production of a book.
Over 33 contributors have written about the notable events and people whose names appear on a tree
shaped engraved plate set in front of the Moors Centre. Each person’s life-span and the events fall
within the 200 years life of an iconic Copper Beech tree which grew in the grounds of Danby Lodge but
sadly had to be felled in 2007 for safety reasons. The tree had a significant presence at the front
entrance to the Danby Moors Centre and was greatly admired by both visitors and local people. The
book which is due to be completed in 2018 will be available for visitors to the Centre and will also be
given to all the schools in the North York Moors National Park.

Northumberland National Park
NORTHUMBERLAND NATIONAL PARK AUTHORITY
Ab-Sill-utely brilliant! The Sill: National Landscape Discovery Centre, one month on
On 29 July 2017, National Parks Week culminated in the grand opening of The Sill: National Landscape
Discovery Centre at Once Brewed on Hadrian’s Wall.
Designed to encourage people of all ages to engage with the landscape and heritage of
Northumberland, the structurally stunning £14.8m visitor centre and youth hostel welcomed over 5,000
people in its first weekend and attracted a further 28,439 visitors during August alone, smashing
Northumberland National Park Authority’ expected visitors to date.
Highlights based on visitor feedback include The Sill’s sloping, unique Whin Sill grassland roof offering
spectacular views of the surrounding landscape, its interactive exhibition space which tells the story of
the landscape and the quality of the food and artisan produce in the café and gift shop.
Rosie Thomas, interim Sill manager, said: “We have been delighted to welcome our first visitors to The
Sill during the summer. The opening weekend ran very smoothly and the customer feedback cards
we’ve received from the public since has been incredibly positive. Visitor performance continues to
exceed our expectations and 98.8% of our customer reviews have been positive.
“As the UK’s first dedicated National Landscape Discovery Centre, The Sill is designed to excite, inspire
and enable people of all ages to understand and explore the landscapes, history, culture and heritage of
Northumberland. Opening this summer was the first step towards achieving this vision as we work with
our partners and listen to feedback which enables us to continue shaping and developing The Sill and its
activities programme both on site and throughout the Park in order to welcome many more visitors in
the weeks, months and years to come.”
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As The Sill is intended to deliver the very reason why National Parks exist, perhaps one of the most
pleasing comments received to date has been “if the founding fathers of National Parks visited The Sill
they would be very proud”.

The Sill: National Landscape Discovery Centre at Once Brewed on Hadrian’s Wall.
Northumberland National Park provides platform for vital research project
A research project to measure the performance of air and ground assets in search and rescue operations
has been carried out by The Centre for Search Research in partnership with Northumberland National
Park Authority and Newcastle University.
The study, titled ‘Exercise Northumberland’, saw ground and air assets working together to find
randomly distributed ‘targets’ over a 2km search area. Air assets including fixed and rotary wing aircrafts
and drones took part in the exercise; while trained searchers from the Northumberland National Park
Mountain Rescue Team and their air scenting dog searched on foot.
Peter Roberts, co-founder of The Centre for Search Research, and member of the Northumberland
National Park Mountain Rescue Team said: "When someone goes missing, the likelihood of finding them
is determined by where and how people search. This research is looking at the effectiveness of a variety
of search assets both on the ground and in the air. We are looking at new technologies and how they
can be used to help in the search for a missing person.
“The research is ground-breaking in terms of its scope and originality and we are indebted to
Northumberland National Park and Newcastle University Business School for their support."
Hen Harriers dance in the Northumbrian sky
After another poor season for hen harriers elsewhere in England, with no successful breeding attempts,
the Northumberland population once again bucked the trend this year with the successful fledging of
ten young from five breeding pairs.
The Northumberland Hen Harrier Protection Partnership, comprising Northumberland National Park
Authority, Natural England, RSPB, the Forestry Commission, Northumberland Wildlife Trust, The
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Ministry of Defence, Northumbria Police and a dedicated group of raptor experts, welcomed an increase
in hen harrier activity this year, with even more birds performing their spectacular courtship displays
known as “sky dancing”, with five pairs eventually nesting.
A dedicated team of volunteers together with conservation specialists from the partnership worked
together to watch over all of the nests. The ten fledglings were then checked and ringed and the
partnership is using satellite technology to monitor birds.
Andrew Miller, head of programmes and conservation at Northumberland National Park, and Chair of
the Northumberland Hen Harrier Protection Partnership, said: “Hen harriers are still facing an uphill
battle to re-establish themselves in the uplands of England.
“However, with the positive
support of all our partners
including key landowners, ten
young birds have successfully
fledged. Working together and
using the latest scientific
techniques is increasing our
knowledge of this amazing
species and we will continue
to monitor our birds
throughout the year and hope
that this year’s youngsters will
stay safe.”

Male Northumbrian hen
harrier chick fledged in 2017

Peak District National Park
PEAK DISTRICT NATIONAL PARK AUTHORITY
Exciting new era for Peak District as flagship visitor centre officially opens
Castleton’s new-look visitor centre was launched in August following a £330,000 investment by the Peak
District National Park Authority. Mr William Tucker, HM Lord-Lieutenant of Derbyshire, and BBC
Countryfile presenter John Craven cut the ribbon to officially open the centre in front of invited guests
and visitors.
The refurbishment has increased accessibility, especially for people with disabilities, groups with special
needs and families with young children or elderly relatives. The flagship centre is now welcoming visitors
of all ages and abilities to promote understanding, enjoyment and support for Britain’s original National
Park.
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Exciting digital interpretation
displays include an interactive wall –
the first time this technology has
been used in a national park – and
allows Castleton Historical Society to
showcase their artefacts and share
the village’s rich history in newly
arranged museum exhibits.
This investment is part of a longterm strategy for improving visitor
experiences: helping to make
Castleton more attractive for all,
growing visitor numbers, supporting
Castleton’s new visitor centre is opened.
local businesses and providing
facilities for local residents with the
aim of developing Castleton Visitor Centre as a community hub. It will improve efficiency by reducing
running costs and providing opportunities to generate income, moving towards becoming self-sufficient
from April 2018.
Look what we found!
A rare native British plant, thought to be globally extinct, was rediscovered in the Peak District National
Park this summer. Hieracium subprasinifolium, to give leek-coloured hawkweed its botanical name, was
found by Dr Tim Rich whilst collecting seeds for Kew’s Millennium Seed Bank. Tim discovered 62 plants
flowering by the Monsal Trail, in Chee Dale.
“We thought leek-coloured hawkweed had died out in the 1950s so I was thrilled to find two small but
healthy populations,” said Tim. “It has only ever been recorded in the Peak District and is not known
anywhere else in the world.”
The Monsal Trail is owned by the Peak District National Park and Chee Dale nature reserve is Derbyshire
Wildlife Trust’s, both manage the area for nature conservation. Rhodri Thomas, the Peak District
National Park’s team manager for the natural environment, said: “Hosting the entire world population
of a species shows that the way we look after the Monsal Trail is great for wildlife. Our trail rangers and
volunteers regularly clear the embankments of invasive hawthorn and young trees to allow wildflowers
and plants to thrive.”
Leek-coloured hawkweed is a perennial plant and only grows in rocky limestone habitats. Seed has been
collected to safeguard its future by Kew Gardens’ Millennium Seedbank Partnership, which has seed
from more than 37,000 species worldwide.
Royal recognition for Bill Gordon
In June the Queen’s birthday honours list revealed that Peak District National Park ranger Bill Gordon
was to receive a British Empire Medal for his work in wildlife conservation.
Bill Gordon is a familiar figure to thousands of climbers and walkers who flock to the iconic landscape of
Stanage Edge and to visitors at North Lees campsite. Bill is passionate about the area’s wildlife and
cultural heritage, having helped to look after it for 37 years. He has become the No. 1 champion for the
rare bird – the ring ouzel.
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Ring ouzel are related to blackbirds and are known as the mountain blackbird because they prefer
upland habitats. These shy birds, with a distinctive white ring at their neck, like to nest on climbing crags
at Stanage but will desert their nests if disturbed. Nationally, ring ouzel populations are in decline but
have thrived at Stanage thanks to Bill locating the nests and persuading climbers to avoid these areas
until the young fledge.
The British Empire Medal awarded to Bill is a fitting tribute to the extraordinary effort he has put in to
looking after these birds and helping visitors understand how they can contribute to their care. He has
given over and above what is normally expected, often being out at dawn to trace where the birds have
nested.
Friends of the Peak District
New faces at Friends of the Peak District
At the end of October, John Lambert’s term as Chair of the Board of Trustees comes to an end after
three years. He has guided the society through a period of organisational review and development,
focusing on growing membership and increasing Board diversity. Friends of the Peak District will miss his
insight, drive and collegial leadership.
The new chair will be Chris Heard whose working career has been with Shell, first in the UK, and then
internationally. Throughout his working life he has lived on the edge of the Peak District, first in
Bollington and then in Hayfield. He retired in April of this year. “I understand there are many challenges
facing our countryside and I’m keen to help ensure that its complex and diverse communities can work
together for the common good” says Chris “I’m very
excited about taking on the role of Chair of the Friends,
and look forward to working with the many people who
help protect the special landscapes of the Peak District
and South Yorkshire”.
Friends of the Peak District is also very excited to be
welcoming Buxton-born Mark Cocker, the nature writer,
as our first Ambassador – a new role for inspirational,
landscape-inspired personalities to share their love of
all things Peak District and support our work.
Mark Cocker, nature writer and
Ambassador for Friends of the Peak District.

His ten books include works of biography, history, literary criticism and memoir. His latest are Claxton:
Field Notes from a Small Planet and Birds and People, which was published to international acclaim in
2013. His previous book Crow Country was also shortlisted for several awards, including the Samuel
Johnson Prize, and won the New Angle Prize in 2009.
Mark will be discussing the growth of the environmental movement in one of its heartlands at the
Dovedale Arts Festival which takes place at the Izaak Walton Hotel near Ashbourne, 8–10 June 2018.
The festival programme promises to be varied and enticing, combining music with talks, walks, and a
range of talented and original art and artists. Updates can be found here.
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Celebrating our history
We recently submitted a large grant application to the Heritage Lottery Fund to preserve and make
public our archives, focusing especially on the work of Ethel and Gerald Haythornthwaite as national
pioneers of countryside conservation. It is an amazing story of love, inspirational campaigning and
dedication over 70 plus years. As well as leading the campaign to map the proposed National Park
boundaries and lobby for its creation, during the second world war (while Gerald was on active service),
Ethel ran both the Sheffield and national offices of CPRE! The grant, if awarded, will pay for an initial
phase of work whilst a larger grant bid will be worked up. We expect to know if we have been successful
by November 2017.
Quarries on the edge
Many of the limestone quarries around Buxton are outside the National Park boundary yet often
present challenging issues because of their proximity. Four quarries line the A515, travelling south from
Buxton: Hillhead (mothballed), Brierlow, Hindlow and Dowlow. Of these, Brierlow is the most intrusive
although some efforts have been made in recent years to reduce its impact. It is now the subject of a
planning review but Friends of the Peak District is concerned that insufficient information has been
provided to judge properly the full impacts of the proposals, which include extending working to 2112.
Further south, plans are afoot to extend Dowlow Quarry right up to the National Park boundary,
creating more working space for its operation. Whilst the visual impact may be localised, the society is
unclear that there is sufficient justification – other than the company’s convenience and extending the
life of the quarry – to outweigh the impacts. An application to Derbyshire County Council is expected
soon.

Pembrokeshire Coast National Park
PEMBROKESHIRE COAST NATIONAL PARK AUTHORITY
Volunteers needed for exciting new Pathways project
If you want to experience more of what Pembrokeshire’s great outdoors has to offer but are unsure of
where to go or what to do, the new Pathways project can help steer you in the right direction.
Run by the Pembrokeshire Coast National Park Authority and funded by the Welsh Government,
Pathways aims to help more people spend time in the outdoors by providing volunteering, learning and
training opportunities in the National Park and nearby areas.
The project is designed to remove some of the barriers faced by people wishing to explore the
countryside with transport provided for many of the activities. The project is looking to recruit
volunteers of all ages, abilities and backgrounds to work in groups to carry out practical projects at
locations in and around the National Park.
It will provide more than 2,000 volunteering experiences over a three-year period, and will focus on
people who want to improve their health and wellbeing, as well as gain new experiences and skills as
they make environmental improvements for communities in and around Pembrokeshire Coast National
Park. It will also continue to provide support to groups that work with people to help them make better
use of the outdoors.
The Park Authority’s pathways project coordinator, Tom Moses said: “Pathways builds upon the success
of our Your Park project, which helped more than 40 local organisations to access the benefits that the
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outdoors can offer their customers. We look forward to continuing developing our work with existing
and new groups with this exciting project.
Find out more, including how to volunteer.
Pembrokeshire myths and folktales retold for Year of Legends
Some of Pembrokeshire’s most magical myths and terrifying tales have been brought to life in a series of
new bilingual videos and audio stories as part of a project to celebrate the Year of Legends.
National Park Authority interpretation officers identified a range of local folk tales and ghost stories that
are linked to legendary locations around the Pembrokeshire Coast to be featured in the Pembrokeshire:
Land of Legends project.
With the help of Animality Productions the stories have been re-imagined with audio stories narrated by
storyteller Mary Medlicott and videos starring National Park Authority staff members Delun Gibby and
Christian Donovan. The pair can usually be seen welcoming visitors to the Authority’s visitor attractions,
Castell Henllys Iron Age Village and Carew Castle and Tidal Mill, while Delun is also the Authority’s
Community Archaeologist.
Park Authority Interpretation Officer, Rebecca Evans said: “One of the main problems we had was
choosing which myths and legends to feature as Pembrokeshire is associated with so many. The stories
include tales which tell of capstones lifted into place by fairies, enormous boulders hurled down the
mountainside by giants; of a fearsome lake monster and a bleeding yew tree.
“It was extremely useful to be able to call upon Delun and Christian’s storytelling skills as they are so
familiar with many of the featured locations and have vast experience of introducing visitors to these
local tales.”
The National Park Authority has uploaded a special map to its website, which displays how each legend
is linked to the different locations, including the Preseli Hills, Carew Castle and St Davids. Each location
has also been linked to nearby circular walks so that you are able to view or listen to the legends as you
take a walk in the world-class National Park landscape.
This series of short films and audio clips are part of a partnership project between the National Park
Authority and Pembrokeshire County Council, which was funded by Visit Wales for the Year of
Legends 2017. For more information or to download the videos and audio files visit
www.pembrokeshirecoast.wales/legends.
Pembrokeshire’s glorious horizons celebrated with new retro poster
The Pembrokeshire Coast National Park Authority has launched a new retro railway poster to celebrate
the legendary coastal scenery of the UK’s only truly coastal National Park. Aptly titled ‘Glorious
Horizons’, it features walkers on the Pembrokeshire Coast Path passing by St Non’s Chapel and is set
against the stunning backdrop of the St Davids Peninsula.
National Park Authority Chairman Gwyneth Hayward said: “The original award-winning railway
campaign was extremely successful and the posters and postcards are continuing to be very popular
with visitors and local people alike.
“With 2017 designated the Year of Legends by Welsh Government, this was a great opportunity to
provide another image that visitors and local residents can enjoy to remind them of a visit to or a special
day out in one of the world’s most spectacular protected areas.”
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The poster has been produced by creative agency Hatched, who also produced the seven previous
posters, including the original six that were created to help the National Park Authority celebrate its
60th anniversary in 2012. The posters were initially used as part of an advertising campaign on the
London Underground and at train stations between London Paddington and Swansea. They have also
appeared at Cardiff Airport and in Pembroke.
For more information on the posters including how to purchase them click here.

FRIENDS OF PEMBROKESHIRE COAST NATIONAL PARK
Challenging times ahead
Two aspects of Welsh government activity are currently on the radar of Friends of Pembrokeshire Coast,
as having the capability of bringing significant change to our National Parks and other protected
landscapes in Wales. The first is the Future Landscape Wales project. The second is the Sustainable
Management of Natural Resources consultation.
The Future Landscapes Wales group produced their report in May 2017. It has been heavily criticised by
environmental bodies in Wales and further afield as it seems to propose raising the present duty “to
have regard to the social and economic wellbeing of local communities” to the status of a third purpose
for the National Parks, without the long-established safeguard known as the Sandford Principle – that is,
where there is an irreconcilable conflict with the conservation purpose, that conservation will, in the
final analysis, take precedence. If implemented, this could lead to Wales’ National Parks and AONBs
losing their international recognition as Protected Landscapes.
At a local level, there are several planning
proposals seeking to take advantage of this
new purpose which, although currently not
active, are being watched with concern by
the Friends. These include proposed
development of Blackpool Mill into a large
scale tourist attraction and the building of
a Premier Inn on the edge of the historic
city of St Davids linked with a housing
scheme.

Grade II listed, Blackpool Mill

A varied programme of conservation work
The Friends of Pembrokeshire Coast National Park work party is undertaking a range of conservation
actions in conjunction with the National Park Authority, National Trust and others. These include:




Path clearance at the South and West Wales Wildlife Trust’s West Williamston Reserve, near
Carew.
Intensive work on a steep permissive path to the waterfall at Tregynon in the Gwaun Valley.
Monthly work on the National Trust’s Stackpole Estate, including scything, cutting, clearing
and mulching.
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Sessions spent redecorating the wildlife lookout building at Strumble Head.
Himalayan Balsam pulling in the Gwaun Valley.
Return visits to Llanwnda to continue working on the stone enclosures in the churchyard.
Contributing with other organisations to the annual beach clean at Frainslake on the
Castlemartin Range.

The path at Tregynon and the work party in action
Communications revitalised
Over the last year, the Friends approach to communicating with its membership has had a significant
overhaul. Following member consultation, we have refreshed and revitalised our approach.
A new e-newsletter, Friends News Update, is now being produced six times a year. The full colour
magazine, News & Views, is now produced twice a year by an editor and a team of three volunteers who
set content and manage the production of articles. The emphasis is now on longer features with
contributors widened to include the National Park Authority,
local charities and organisations and neighbouring National
Park societies. The quality and relevance has increased
dramatically, and a simplified, crisper layout has allowed us to
produce printer-ready material within the team, reducing
production costs further.
Feedback from members about the new approach has been
enthusiastically positive. Friends of Pembrokeshire Coast are
now also using a few strategically placed copies of the
magazine to promote the charity around the county.
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Snowdonia National Park
SNOWDONIA NATIONAL PARK AUTHORITY
£1 million to restore Wales' important peatlands
Thanks to a generous contribution of
£ 1m from the Welsh Government,
some of Wales' most important
peatlands will be protected,
maintained and improved.
Wales has over 70,000 hectares of
peatland and most of these are
blanket bogs in the uplands.
Following this new financial support,
some of Wales' peatlands will be
able to be sustainably managed
which will bring many benefits to the
country's ecosystems. Important
carbon will be stored, it will provide
opportunities to alleviate flood risk,
it will provide clean drinking water
and provide natural habitats for
valuable biodiversity.
Snowdonia’s Peatlands.
The Mawndiroedd Cymru (translated from Welsh means Wales’ Peatlands), scheme is a joint scheme
between the Snowdonia National Park Authority, the Brecon Beacons National Park Authority, Natural
Resources Wales and the National Trust, but will also be working with other organisations. It will run
until the end of August 2020.
Our mind-bogging bogs
On International Peat Bog Day, (Sunday 30 July 30), officers at Snowdonia National Park Authority
began their appeal to people from all over Wales to contribute to recording the cultural history of
marshes - their use and significance over the centuries.
Peatland covers 12% (25,460 ha) of Snowdonia’s area and over the next twenty months, the aim of a
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Future of Snowdon
Over the summer months, the Snowdon Partnership, which consists of a range of organisations which
care about and have responsibility over the future of Snowdon, was consulting on its Snowdon
Partnership Plan.

During 2016, 582,000 people visited the summit of Snowdon (compared with 190,000 on Skafell
Pike and 150,000 on Ben Nevis)

Between 2013 and 2015, the percentage of first time hill walkers walking up Snowdon doubled.

There are 26 farm holdings on Snowdon.

60% of the mountain is a protected conservation site and therefore the resulting impacts of this
use of the mountain, both positive and negative, also increase.
Unfortunately, the challenges and opportunities that arise from this heavy use of the mountain cannot
be met by a single individual, business or organisation. Therefore, to shape the way ahead,
organisations, businesses and individuals who operate in the area joined forces to create a joint plan,
the Snowdon Partnership Plan.
The consulting process informed people about what the Partnership is aiming to achieve and how it will
be used to pursue increased investment in the area. Such is the interest in this innovative approach, it
has already been attracting international attention from organisations as far and wide as Norway and
China! A report summarising the results and messages arising during the consultation process, and
agreed changes to the Plan, has recently been published and can be found here.
The final version of the Snowdon Plan, based on comments and amendments raised during the
consultation process, will be launched towards the end of the year – work will begin at that point on the
big plans the Partnership has to look after the area.
Wales’ First Minister opens Yr Ysgwrn
On 6 September, Yr Ysgwrn was officially opened by the First Minister of Wales, the Rt Hon Carwyn
Jones, in the company of Gerald Williams, the nephew of famous poet and First World War soldier,
Hedd Wyn.
Before the National Park Authority purchased Yr Ysgwrn, concerns were raised about its future, but in
2012, with generous contributions from the Welsh Government and the National Heritage Memorial
Fund, the Authority was able to complete the purchase for the nation.
Following the purchase, in 2014 the Heritage Lottery Fund awarded the project £2.8m. Subsequently,
work was undertaken on conserving and improving the house using traditional methods and the first
floor was opened for visitors. An old barn, Beudy Llwyd, was renovated and developed as a reception
building where the visitor can learn about the history of Hedd Wyn, his family and his community and in
another renovated barn close to the house, Beudy Tŷ, the story of the losses of the First World War is
presented through film and exhibition.
Work has also been undertaken outside which includes walking trails, the piggery has turned into a bat
house, a new shed has been built for the agricultural tenant and a biomass boiler has been built.
First Minister, Carwyn Jones said,
“Yr Ysgwrn has been beautifully renovated and I’m pleased the Welsh Government was able to support
this work and that this precious piece of Welsh history is now preserved for future generations.”
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South Downs National Park
SOUTH DOWNS NATIONAL PARK AUTHORITY
Hugh Bonneville helped launch new charity for the South Downs National Park
Hugh Bonneville helped launch a new charity, the South Downs National Park Trust, by joining charity
trustee Toni Shaw to monitor the health of a local chalk stream, just one example of the kind of work
the charity will support.
“The South Downs has been my home on and off for 40 years and I can see the ways that gaining
National Park status has helped both the environment and communities,” said Hugh. “I often walk my
dogs on the Downs and like thousands of others, locals and visitors alike, I appreciate the moments for
reflection and inspiration that the South Downs National Park gives me. The South Downs National Park
Trust is a great opportunity for us to give something back. To help care for the National Park and help
more people gain access to it and enjoy it.”
The South Downs National Park Trust is independent but will be supported by South Downs National
Park Authority staff for its first three years – ensuring that funds raised can be focused on work in the
National Park. Find out more and donate at www.southdownstrust.org.uk
South Downs National Park hosts UK National Parks Conference
Representatives from all 15 of the UK’s national parks, delegates from other countryside organisations
as well as a wide range of national and international experts met in the South Downs from 25 to 27
October for the biennial UK National Parks Conference.
Under the theme of National Parks for the Future, the conference examined the challenges and
opportunities that lie ahead for the UK’s most treasured landscapes national parks post-Brexit; how to
promote opportunities for everyone to learn about and enjoy national parks without jeopardising the
landscapes for which they were designated; how to get more people to care for and feel ownership for
their national parks; how to secure future funding; and how to support local economies so that
businesses gain the most value from being located in a National Park.
The UK National Parks Conference has been made possible thanks to sponsorship from the Goodwood
Estate, Natural Resource Wales, Northern Power Grid, Tarmac and Elite Telecom.

South Downs Health and Wellbeing Conference
On Wednesday 11 October the SDNPA held our first Health and Wellbeing Conference for the South
Downs National Park. The event was very well received, advancing our mission to make the South
Downs National Park work for the people who stand to gain the most health benefits from being able to
access and enjoy it.
The challenge of connecting the people who suffer the greatest health problems and have the least
connection with nature, and what our National Park has to offer in terms of experience and inspiration,
via the health profession, is one that John Muir himself would have recognised.
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Although they are close on the map, we know that there is a huge psychological and physical distance
between the most deprived wards in our coastal towns and lonely, isolated people in communities in
our rural areas to the healing properties of nature and landscape.
There is much a National Park Authority can do – through the planning system and GI work to make
better places; through access work to make it easier to get around; through communications and
education work to make the National Park a friendly, welcoming and safe space. The Authority believes
it’s started to build a network to tackle the problem.
SOUTH DOWNS SOCIETY
New chairman at the society
Having served for seven years as chairman of the Society, Robert Cheesman has called time. He has
been replaced by David Sawyer whom some will have met at the annual gathering of National Park
societies in the New Forest in October.
David plans to make his focus the society's efforts to recruit and retain members through making our
work and achievements more visible. The society is moving towards a new "public branding" as "Friends
of the South Downs" and the chairman will be keen to hear from any of the park societies on how they
are addressing these issues! Robert continues to be active for the Society as one of our "access officers",
keeping an eye on rights of way around Lewes.
Deploying our reserves
The Society has been fortunate over the years to receive cash in legacies and, while needing to retain
sufficient reserves to support our running costs into the future, the society is currently working up ideas
for schemes which can be run or contribute to financially and which will make a visible benefit to the
National Park while raising profile and encouraging the public to offer further financial support to the
society.
A27 trunk road
The A27 parallels the south coast and runs for miles within or close to the national park. While serving
as a major through route it is also a key local road providing (frequently congested) access to jobs,
homes and services. Any schemes for "improvements" will inevitably be controversial. Currently there
are four stretches of the road which are subject to proposals (Chichester bypass, Arundel bypass,
Worthing/Lancing and Lewes/Polegate), all of which have kept the Society busy in responding to
consultations from Highways England, frequently in partnership with other environmental groups,
parish councils and residents' groups. The focus of responses will, as ever, be the potential impacts on
the National Park in short and long term. This will take you to our most recent engagements.

Yorkshire Dales National Park
YORKSHIRE DALES NATIONAL PARK AUTHORITY
Dales farmers primed to build region’s flood defences
A practical guidebook for farmers and land managers on natural flood management measures – which is
the first of its kind, and could be adopted nationwide – has been published by the Yorkshire Dales
National Park Authority (YDNPA).
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The free guide – a response to the devastation wreaked by Storm Desmond in December 2015 – sets out
how Dales farmers can both protect their land from flood damage and contribute to the region’s flood
defence system. It has been put together by the YDNPA, Yorkshire Dales Rivers Trust and North
Yorkshire County Council, with support from the Environment Agency and Natural England.
“Farmers saw the severe impact of flooding on cities such as Carlisle, Leeds and York and asked how
they could help,” said the YDNPA’s senior farm conservation officer, Helen Keep.
“If, after heavy rainfall, we can slow the flow of rivers that rise within the Yorkshire Dales through
natural flood management measures, then a number of our region’s towns and cities will be better
protected. Our aim is for every farmer and land manager in the Yorkshire Dales National Park to have a
copy of the guide.
“Some of the measures present a clear ‘win-win’ situation, benefitting both flood defences and
agricultural production. Research in Bishopdale, for instance, has shown that soil compaction is more
widespread than previously thought. Reducing soil compaction would both decrease run off and
improve grass and root growth.
“Other measures may need financial support to make them worthwhile. Grants may be available to fund
some of the measures – so, please get in touch. In the longer term, we hope that managing land to
reduce flooding will become a new source of income for farmers – helping to make their businesses
more robust.”
‘Voices From The Land’ to open at Dales Countryside Museum
A once-in-a-generation exhibition about farming in the Yorkshire Dales – featuring audio recordings and
photographic portraits of farmers from across the national park – opened on Friday 6 October at the
Dales Countryside Museum in Hawes.
Kendal-based writer Harriet Fraser and photographer Rob Fraser have – with a team of three students
from Leeds University, and 12 volunteers – spent the past year creating ‘Voices From The Land’, a
unique record of Dales farmers’ practices, ideas and personalities.
A total of 27 farmers were interviewed. They shared their views on everything from changes in the
climate to the perfect Swaledale tup, and from the art of mole-trapping to the uncertainty caused by
Brexit.
Visitors to the exhibition were able to view monochrome portrait photographs of each farmer,
accompanied by a description of the farmers’ land and stock holdings. A further 19 colour photographs,
taken at agricultural shows and on farms, will be on display. ‘Listening stations’ were set up so that
people can hear the audio recordings, while feature-length articles on each farmer – based on the
interviews – were available to read.
All the photographs, writing and audio recordings gathered during the course of the project will be
archived at the Dales Countryside Museum, and will also be archived at Leeds University.
‘Your Dales’ consultation: the results
The future of farming post-Brexit, wildlife crime and ‘community sustainability’ have emerged as three
of the biggest issues in the Yorkshire Dales National Park which the public would like to see addressed.
A total of 623 submissions were made during a public consultation – branded ‘Your Dales, Your Views’ –
between 22 May and 3 July this year. People were asked what they loved about the National Park; how
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it could be improved; and the most important issues for the ‘National Park Management Plan 20182023’ to tackle.
“We’ve had a really good response from the public – just as we did when we consulted on the last plan,”
said Carl Lis, chairman of the Yorkshire Dales National Park Management Plan steering group, which
carried out the consultation.
“We’ve gained a very useful insight into the issues that both residents and visitors care most about. I’d
like to thank everyone who took part. All the views and suggestions will be considered and, where
possible, built into the next management plan, which in effect will provide a work programme for a
whole range of organisations operating in the National Park.”
For visitors, wildlife protection and enhancement was the most important issue for the plan to tackle,
and they frequently raised the issue of birds of prey persecution. Strong views were expressed about
land management, particularly grouse moorland management.
FRIENDS OF THE DALES
Finding new Friends in the Dales
The Yorkshire Dales Society rebranded ourselves as Friends of the Dales in June with the objective of
raising awareness of the society and what they do and thereby attracting more support. Friends of the
Dales is pleased to say that we’ve had some success in growing our membership.
Friends of the Dales produced a new recruitment leaflet, launched a new website and have been
working hard to spread the word. Trustees and volunteers are acting as “Ambassadors” in placing
leaflets around the Dales and engaging with people. Yorkshire Dales National Park Authority kindly
allowed the society to do some face-to-face recruitment in their National Park Centre car parks and
they’re speaking at their event for volunteers in November and are making themselves available to
speak to other groups throughout the Dales.
The society paid to insert a membership leaflet in the popular Dalesman magazine and the editor ran a
nice article about their work and name change; this has proved very successful in driving membership.
Existing members have responded well to the change which has been pleasing.
Friends of the Dales is delighted to have gained over 120 new members since June, a 12% increase. This
has meant a lot of work for Ann and Penny in the office, but it’s a nice problem to have! Attention now
turns to attracting more Business and Affiliate members and the society has identified over 200 to write
to and encourage to join.
It’s a good start though the society recognise that a sustained effort is needed over several years if they
are to achieve the membership numbers and income needed to cover operational costs.

Scottish Campaign for National Parks
Campaign for a Scottish Borders National Park
The Scottish Borderland is rich in glorious landscapes and an extraordinary cultural and natural heritage.
It is a National Park in all but name. This is a spectacular natural frontier area which has made a unique
and visible contribution to the shaping of the Scottish Nation. Man has worked with nature here and left
visible marks from Neolithic times, through the Roman occupation, the Middle Ages when the four great
abbeys were built, through the turbulent centuries when English and Scottish armies fought back and
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forth over the area. Wool from the hills was a source of great wealth and was made into the beautiful
textiles for which the region is famous.
Now much of the region is in economic decline. The lively communities and traditions are threatened as
young people leave. In spite of its many assets and its facilities for visitors, its tourism statistics are poor.
The rest of the world is not aware of its abundant attractions and it is not protected from the threat of
inappropriate developments.
Scottish Campaign for National Parks (SCNP) believes that the area deserves National Park status, and
that the well-known socioeconomic benefits associated with National Parks could play a critical role in
revitalising the life of its communities. The surge of local support for the idea has been accompanied by
demands for more information about what it would mean for the area, and a request from the local
authority for a proper, independent feasibility study.
With the support of the Big Lottery, the Association for the Protection of Rural Scotland (APRS), and the
Scottish Campaign for National Parks, a detailed independent feasibility study has been carried out
which fully endorses our view that the area merits designation. Importantly it finds that given the
characteristics of the area this would not involve great expense and the area would rapidly generate
considerable social and economic returns. Scottish Borders Council is currently perusing the report. This
is the beginning of a conversation with stakeholders which we hope will ultimately lead to approval by
the Scottish Government.
www.borders-national-park.scot
Argyll and Bute Council proposes Coastal and Marine National Park
In October Argyll and Bute Council (ABC) published the Main Issues Report (MIR) for the forthcoming
revision of its Local Development Plan (LDP). Much to the surprise and delight of those of SCNP and the
APRS, who have been campaigning for years for more National Parks in Scotland, the MIR includes a
proposal to consider the designation of a new Coastal and Marine National Park (CMNP). This has
already sparked considerable media interest, particularly around the suggestion that it could be the
“biggest National Park in the UK”.
The MIR makes clear that the LDP has no ability to deliver such a Park, but suggests that a statement of
support within the LDP would be a clear indication of the area’s interest in exploring the issue. The
proposal from ABC is effectively a revival of earlier work on a CMNP carried out by Scottish Natural
Heritage and the then Labour/Lib Dem Scottish Executive in 2006-07, which was shelved by the
incoming minority SNP government in 2007.
ABC proposes that any such CMNP should be entirely within the Argyll and Bute area and that the
planning function should be retained. ABC acknowledges the initial work undertaken by SCNP and APRS
on the possible extent of a CMNP in this area and suggests that it could focus on the existing National
Scenic Areas of: Knapdale; Lynn of Lorn; and Jura, Scarba, Lunga, and the Garvellachs; and could also
potentially include Mull, Coll, and Tiree, as well as Islay, Gigha, and the west Kintyre coast.
Scottish Campaign for National Parks will be encouraging other landscape and wildlife NGOs and local
contacts to respond positively to the MIR. It is hoped that this will ultimately lead the Scottish
Government to commission positive work towards more National Parks.
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A map of proposals for the coastal and marine National Park.
A National Park in Galloway
The Galloway National Park Association (GNPA) has recently completed work on the discussion paper, A
National Park in Galloway?. It is planning to use this over the next few months as the basis for a very
wide-ranging engagement exercise across the region and more widely to establish the extent of support
for a new National Park in south-west Scotland. It has already begun this process with a number of local
meetings, at all of which the proposal has met with considerable interest and an encouraging measure
of support. The document will be formally launched at an event in the heart of the potential Park on
Monday 4 December.
The paper sees a National Park as a means of drawing attention to the wide variety of attractions, both
natural and cultural, that the region possesses and which local campaigners see as grossly underappreciated across both Scotland itself and the UK as a whole. It argues that a wider awareness of these
precious resources, and an organisation dedicated to their care, could bring great benefits to a region
currently heavily dependent for jobs and opportunities on farming, forestry and public services – all
sectors which currently face very uncertain futures. It invites people to consider how an imaginative,
forward-looking body like a National Park Authority could bring people and organisations together to
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fashion a successful future for the region, based upon the sustainable use of its outstanding natural and
cultural assets.
GNPA is making it clear that, within the flexible confines of Scotland’s existing National Parks legislation,
it is very open to suggestions about the precise form that any Park might take. Thoughts and suggestions
are welcome, from interested parties across the UK as well as locally. They should be sent to
contact@gallowaynationalpark.org
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